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w~ propose that the weak interaction be obtainea by gauging the strong inter

action chiral flavor group. The neutrinos are then :our-component spinors. We 

allow pairs of right-handed neutrinos to condense into the vacuum. This produces 

~~aximal parity violation in both the quark and leptcm sectors of the weak inter-

action, keeps the neutrinos mas s less, and also leads to the conventional Weinberg 

mixing pattern. Our approach also in principle pro\~des a way ~f calculating the 

Cabibbo angle. 
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NOTICE 

It is now e·:ident t1at flavor is important in both strong and weak interactions. 

lt i s thus rather ~atural to identify the flavor groups of the two inter~ctions, 

particularly given the success of the quark lepton analogy . Indeed, l-4 
recent 

analysis of the group SU(4)L X U(l) as a candidate gauge theory of weak i~terac~ions 

has shown the group to be in as much agreement with experiment as its more familiar 

SU(2\ X U(l) , \Jbgroup. Since the group unites the four left-handed quarks 

(u, d, s, c) into one multiplet whil e uniting the four left-handed leptcns 

(ve' e, ~. v~ ) into another it is particularly well-suited for studying the 

structure of f lavor breaking. In Refs. 1-4 it was shown that spontaneous break

down of flavor leads tc• a theory of Cabibbo mixing, a superweak theory •lf CP 

violacion, and a theor7 of muon-number violation. Since these latter violations 

are very small the the·lry still awaits eJ<!lerimental verification . 

While the SU(4)L X U(l) theory is both interesting and viable it is rather ~ 

unsatisfying [as is SL(2) L X U(l)] since parity violation is assumed ab initio. 

Moreover i t is a very asymmP-trical theory i n that it puts left-handed particles 

of different flavors ~ nto common multiplets whil e requiring their right-handed 

counterpart s to be si>glets. Consequently w~ shall remove this asymmetry by 

introducing right-handed quartets of the same quarks and leptons so tr~t the group 

is now SU (4)L X SU(4)R :\ U(ll y· 5 Thus the weak interaction is now tt.~ local gauge 

extension of the full chiral flavor group with the current algebra currents generat

ing both the strong c.nd we•k interactions. Further we now have four-•:oup·onent 

neutrinos and the weak interaction is parity conserving in the symmetry limit. 

It is the mai" paint of this paper t hat the spontaneous breakdown mechanism used 

below to obtain par i t y violation necessi tates that the neutrinos sta}· massless. 

Though our interest l n par ity viola tion derives from gauging the chiral flavor 

group, the que :. tion of the origin c>f p11ri ty violation in weak intera•::ions 1s of 

course of interest ~ n lts own r ight_ ~lh ile the development of the V - A theory 
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establ~sned tne fa~t of parity violation it die not identify its origin. Tto~gt 

a two-co~~~ponent neutrino requires parity violation, parity violation does r.o-: 

r<>quire a tWO-COJI!>One~t ~eutrino. Al.so even with a two-co~~~ponent theory there 

is no a priori reason why parity should t·e viol.!ted in processes which d:> n)t 

involve neutrinos. Consequently we s~ou1~ ente~tain the possibility tha: the 

neutrino is a fonr-CDJ!POnent spinor and look fot theories in whi::b. its m;~.Es~ess-

ne.ss is related to parity violation. The nice feature of the chiral fla?Or theory 

is that in it "the condition tnat the P.eut::-ino remain nassless produces maxi.ml 

parity violation even in the non-lept•mic sectors of the theory. 

Before proceeding U> develop the sp=taneou.; bre~kdown pattern we make ~ 

general remrk about ~J'IIIIII'try breaking. ll:hile the Ey:DIIetry group itself is 

-~ecif:i.ed b;r the repre~ental:.ion conter.= of <:he m<;tter lields, there is a ;:>riori . 
~ ClO..,le:te arld-trarity ill pict.i~ the representations wt.ich provide the bree.kir.g 

directior,, with simplicity being the orly .o.pparent criterion. We therefore r.e ed 

a principle to know how to specify the Higgs multiplet~. The most suggestive 

principle, even though ~t is not yet co~l~tely ~•derstood, is dyna~1ca~ symmetry 

breaking, with the theory then choosing it~ own H:ggs Jlllltiplet.s. We ~hall there-

fore use dynamical S)'llllllEtry breaking a~ a g-Jide tc· picki.ng the appropriate Higgs 

all tip lets, though what we shall present here will only be a phenomenology 

The 1110st obvious representation to use to break the symmetry is th~ quark mass 

term which belongs to ( 4, 4) ·$ (4, 4) However since the quark mass matrix can 

be d~agonalized in the canonical (u,d,s,=J basis, ~e find immediately that the 

L 
gauge bosons are also diagonal in a cano1ic.l basi; spe:ified by Wi, 

and w
0

. In the notation of Refs . 1-4 we introduce (fer :onvenience in the foLowin3) 

the states 

R 

tc~-1 +11\ ~J +: 

(c~ 1 -;'\) +: 

[C¥.4+11' _) +i 

[cw~-w: 1 l +i 

[w 3+WE//3 

4 

(W2-Wl4) J /2 

(W2+Wl4 ) 1 /2 

(WS-W 12) 1 /2 

(WS+Wl 2 ) ] /2 

- wls.(21.13] ;.(2 

(1) 

for both L and R i~ces. Then the charged sector of the gauge boson mass .atrix 

is diagonal in the tasi; specified by 

(W+Xlv , (II'- X) I", v 
(l;+V) , (U-VJV 

(W+x: '\ (W<</' (U+V)\ cu-v/' (2) 

where V, A respectivEly ~>note vector (L + R) and axial (L - R) fields. The 

current s associaed •ith, for instance, the vec·tor fields of Eq . 2 are respectively 6 

lir) d 
-

+ · ~ ey~ e, C ). s vll y~Jl .\ 

uy)_ !'= - v -·· ~ 'J <-r) d + ;; 
jl y ~ e 

e 

(3) 

Consequently this bas:s d:>os not possess quark or lepton universality. Further if 

we ch•nge the bas is wtich diagonalizes the quark mass matrix we find that the quark 

curre~ts and gauge boson '~gen>tates rotate together with the quark mass eigenstates 

so that the int~raction r~mains canonical. Thus in the chiral theory the quark mass 

mat:- i x cannot p~o-vide an crigin for the Cabibbo angle; and the (4, 4) II (4, 4) 

representation c.a~ onl:' play a 1linor role. 

' 
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I: ~<>s show:1 in Ref. :2 that the group str10cture''o:f'Su(4) is such that 

~miversality can be maintained if the SU(4) grc.up is broken by adjoint represent

ations. Consequently two left-handed 15 di.mensional representations of SU(4)L' 

. "t.and 'L' were introduced and an explicit potential •as constructed in which 

. SU(4)L X ll(lj was broken to a subgroup generated by Wi> ~ and w
0

, the Weinberg-

Salam SU(~)L X U\1). 
7

•
8 

We mw si~ly repeat the w<>rk of Ref. 2 by adding two 

further right-handed IS dimensional representations o: SU(4)R, nR and ~R' and break 

the theory so that, in a tensor notation, 

(: : _:· ~. ,' "./ : : :) 
0 0 0 - ~J l: 0 0 0 

L 
r, 

R -, (4) ., 

This breaks SU(4\ X SU(4)R X IJ(1) down to an SU(2\ X SU(2)R X U(l) subgroup 

which possesses universality, with the fla\·or symmetJy having been broken 

spontaneously. Phenomelogical potentials analogous ~o those of Ref. ~ can be 

constructed in which the above pattern of breaking i.; obtained for a range of 

the para;acters in the potential •·ith thr parity inva·~iance of the potential 

allowing the same breaking pattern· in the left and right-handed sec~o~s. Dynamicall~· 

the (15,1) and (1.15) multiplets can be built out of quark and lepton quadrilinears, 

a point we will discuss again below_. 

It was further shown in Ref. 4 that a more general breaking pattern is 

" / 

6 

L R ( 
coSt; 0 0 -sinec 

) n r. n c 
0 0 cosec sin6c 0 

0 sine( -cosec 0 

-sinec 0 0 -cosec 

( 
sinec 0 0 cosec 

) L R 0 -sinec . cosec 0 c 'a 
0 cos.ec si.nec 0 

cosec 0 0 -sin6c 

(5) 

This structure also breaks the theory down to an SU(2)L X SU(2)R X U(l) subgro~, 

the one generated by~· Rl' W~, RR and 11'0 . Here 

ll,l ... 

L.R ~ R ccser - 'IJL• R sinaL_ .. . - (6) 

and coup! e to 

(I) 

(the second term car also be \1\ri~t.cn: symbolical:;, a~ ·.:;e(e cosec + us in a c) 

. + vu (-e sinec • :• cose)}, and hence possess Cabibh<> universality. Thus in 

theories built on the group SU(4) .,,~ find that t'>e.re "re many SU(2) subgrou;>s 

Which could serve;:= th~·. \Vei.nberg-.=:·.:Jr.m £U(~), a!lc! ":hi~~ freedom is precisely what 
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is ·needed to introduce a Cabibbo an~·:.e, <and also CP violation). This phenomenc·n 

is discussed in detail in Ref. 4. Since the ([5,1) <.nd (1,15) represen-oations 

involve independent chiral rotations en -:he lett and right-handed quark~ they de 

n·n couple to the qua;rk mass (thus p:-:>ciucing no pa:-Lty ·or flavor violation in tiLe 

stt.ong interaction), and hence the Co.'Jiblx> strt.Xture which was cbtained above by 

.gauge boson airing is not removed by =otations c•f th-e -quark mass ma.trix. The 

parame~6110 and ~0 can be made l-arge· so ~·hat tte superheavy gauge !>oson sector 

leads to small muon m:mber violations, et·:., analogocs to the di3cussion of Refs. 

1-4, and will concern us no more here. 

So far the theory-'has Cabibbo univer•ality ~nd is st.ill parity censer-ling. 

1\'e now .want .to break .t:le theory down ·:::> tle ·WeinJerg-5alam rodel. We .note first 

.t.fiat any :f-ermion n.ul·ti:inea'J' bui1·t ·ou,: ·of powers o'f ij;' 'S. 4• -will never breaJc ·the 

U(3) fel"!!lion aumer ~, The si~le::t represe.tatio• t:hltt ~<ill do so is 

c 
~· •. ·~·. a di-fennion. 

9 
1 

Further, in ord3r tha! elec-:ric charge not be ~roken, 

the only available di-fermion is a neL1rin' pa~r;.: The- key ·point is to no•• notice 

that whatever the handedness of .p, onl,. ·th• same handedness for q,c couple;. in 

c 
·~ !.; Jj>. Because of Fermi statistics . ..., ·ta.us col16ider ·the (10,1) and (l, lO) 

rep!"esentations of SU(4'1L X SU(4)R. w~ allow (l,iO) t:> acquire a large e~e"tati:><> 

value, so that in a tensor basis it behaves as 

cs; 

t 
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<v~ '(1 + r 5 )v~> + 0) .while p.ermitting no (10,1) breaking. 

This gives la:-ge masses t·J the ri~ht-handed gauge ·bosons.. F.ollowing the 

notation of Ref. 2, if we d~note the gauze couplings of SU(4)L and SU(4)R by 

.g/ 12 and that of Uei) by g', we obtain a heavy neutral bo·son 

(9) 

leaving w:_, Rv g'Rt + .g ·11'0 so far massless. 
1° Further., since the breaking ;,s 

in (1, 10) only, the vacuum r.emains invariant to all chiral rotations ·On the left-

handed neutrinos. f--ence the neutrinos stay massless. 

Finally ~e now break ac~ording to the quark masses and/or electron and muon 

masses, the last and! sma.llest stage of breaking. This then gives masses to·~~ 

and RL- ·~· We now have to rediagonalize the neutral sector. Defining 

neo< eigenstates 

A= -fg' (\• RR) + g WO ]! (g2 + 2g'2) 1/2 

(10) 

then leads to a low ~ergy int·eraction Lagrangian for the neutral sector 

(11) 
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Defining 

gg' g' 

(12) 

we obtain the conventional Weinberg mixing pattern. Also the standard relations 

GF/ 12 = g
2 /8~~. Mw =~cos aW follow from the same breal<ing pattern. ~1oreover, since 

there is no breaking in the (10,1) representation We are free to rotate the left-

handed neutrinos BJII)ngst themselves to re100ve the a~Cgle in Eq. 7, and thus obtain 

for the current that couples to w~, 

+ ~ ;·. e 
e A L (13) 

the usual Cabibbo current. Thus our pattern of breaking produces all the usual 

phenomenology, •i th maximal parity violation ·everyw>ere in the low energy structure 

of the theory. 

It is important to note that whichever handedness of dineutrinos goes into 

the vacuum, only the other handedness appears at law energies. Consequently in 

ordinary laboratory experiments the disappearance cf a pair of neutrinos into the 

vacuum will not be observable, and hence cannot imnediately be investigated ex-

perimentally. The more likely place to look for su:h effects would be in astro-

physics (perhaps the high temperature normal symme1ry limit of the early universe, 

or the missing solar neutrino flux), though this r~mains to be studied. 

Returning to our motivation of dynamical symm~try breaking we now see the 

role of the quadrilinears. The fermion bilinears ore used up in breaking 

SU(2)
1 

X SU(2)R X U(l), and hence we need more representations in order.to break 
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the full chiral group, Quadrilinears are then the next obvious choice, 11 
While 

it remains to be seen •·hether the pattern of breaking we have described here will 

ever emerge dynamically, we note that if it does tllen the orientation of the (15,1) 

representations rela:.ve to the diagonal (4, 4) ~ :4, 4) (i.e. the c.:,ibbo angle 4 

and CP violation para:::~ters 3, such as in the exalll?le of Eq. 5) _w,ill then be 

determined by the po: ··.:ial (analo.gous to the analysis of Ref. 4). Since dynamical 

S)'IDIDetry breaking aL clc:,:rmines the parameters that appear in the potential in 

terms of the basic g; •. .;~ :cuplings of the theory, it will then in principle be 

possible to calculat_ c: .. _ :abibbo angle. However ·that .. remains a remote prospect 

for .the moment. 

A detailed desc ·.~ion of our work will be published elsewhere. I would like 

to thank Professor. . :.le'eman and E. Gotsman for the kind hospitalit;-- of Tel-Aviv•, 

University where pa~: ~f this work was carried ou~. 
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